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     Farm milk production is beginning to increase in the upper Midwest, where contacts say

     morning temperatures in the mid-40s are nearly optimal for cow comfort. There are strong

     expectations that corn silage will be abundant and higher in quality this fall, adding to

     potentially stronger fourth quarter output. Class I demand tones are up one week, down the

     next. However, with school districts going strong and in-person education maintaining

     momentum, Class I pulls are resolutely stronger than last year at this time. One indicator

     of stronger Class I draws is the Class III spot milk price. Last year's price range was $4

     under Class to Class during week 37. This year's price range was $.50 to $1 over Class III.

     Some cheesemakers say after a slight increase in availability due to the holiday weekend two

     weeks ago, spot milk offers were mum this week. Cream availability was mixed this week.

     Early-week spot loads of cream generally come at a premium, but this week the drop from

     early to midweek cream multiples was notable. Generally, though, cream availability has

     tightened from just a few weeks ago. Some butter plant managers relay following the cream

     market is growingly involved. One week, cream is out of their fiscal reach, but the next it

     is widely available. Some note they can still finding cream spots at a value from the

     Western region, but the up/down is similar from Western sources, as well as local.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   .50 – 1.00

     Trade Activity: Slow

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.1800 - 1.3800

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.3587 - 2.4659

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.3200 - 1.3800

     Information for the period September 13 - 17, 2021, issued weekly
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     Dairy Market News - Madison, WI
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


